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About This Game

PACIFIC WATERS RUN RED

20 minutes into the future, a spark erupts in the Korean peninsula that will lead to a theaterwide conflagration embroiling the
entire Western Pacific and drag all major powers into it. With nothing less at stake than control over the world's busiest trade

routes and containment of the emergent superpower, the Pacific becomes the world's stage - and the players are getting down to
brass tacks, for this is the game that no side can afford to lose.

The geopolitical nightmares of the new century: The creators of the award-winning "Northern Inferno" shift their gaze from
the Atlantic to the Pacific and bring into focus the challenges of the early 21st century: The ever-present tensions between North

and South Korea reach a boiling point, while China and the US vie for control of the strategic choke points and bases through
which the world's commerce functions. Will the US maintain its strategic pre-eminence in the most important world theater or

will China complete its ascend to superpower status?

The new gears of war: Think the new war in the Pacific will be just like the 1940s but with better bullets? Think again! All-
new systems and technologies radically change the face of modern high-level conflict. Network and cyber attacks pull apart

carefully constructed communications networks, leaving forces in the field blind and separated from their consorts.
Electromagnetic pulses delivered from high-altitude nuclear detonations or tactical EMP weapons fry vulnerable electronics,
disarming powerful units in a split-second. Massive anti-ship ballistic missiles threaten to turn aircraft carriers into sinking,

burning hulks. Railguns deliver accurate, punishing fire at long ranges, challenging the post-WW2 reign of guided missiles. Anti-
satellite weapons disrupt the critical communications & intelligence nodes orbiting high in the stars. High-energy lasers burn

their targets with intense beams invisible to the naked eye. Are you ready for the intricacies of 21st century war ?
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Chains of War is a new DLC release for Command: Modern Air/Naval Operations, the premier game of air & naval
combat and the Pentagon's hottest new simulation tool. Twelve campaign scenarios walk you through an erupting crisis in the

western Pacific that threatens to bring chaos to world order, while an additional four bonus standalone scenarios take you back
to hotspots in the past that did not lead to conflict - but could easily have.

The Chains of War are rattling loose. The world is right to fear their tremble; for a new superpower war may prove to be
mankind's last spectacle.

FEATURES

A standalone expansion for Command: Modern Air/Naval Operations.

12 thrilling campaign scenarios and 4 bonus standalone scenarios written by Mike Mykytyn, founding member of the
CMANO development team.

NEW! Communications disruption by network/cyber attack or any other arbitrary factor: Isolated units
realistically limit their tactical awareness to only what they themselves can detect and engage, and are completely of their
parent side's control. Say goodbye to Borg-view of the battlefield!

NEW! Cargo, landing and airdrop operations. Load mobile forces on ships, aircraft and even submarines, and unload
them on any suitable point on the battlefield. Platforms are realistically limited by volume, weight and crew on what they
can transport.

NEW! Comprehensive damage model for aircraft. Aircraft may be shot down outright or receive damage that will
still allow them to limp back home. Different aircraft can absorb different punishment on their fuselage, cockpit and
engines. Depending on the amount of damage received a plane may be "mission killed" if its repairs take so long that it
misses the fight.

NEW! Advanced weapons for the new age of war. Tactical EMP weapons, railguns, high-energy lasers and more
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This game is a really sweet experience. Don't purchase expecting to matchmake against others online as it is generally hard to
find a game. I do highly recommend getting some friends together and giving the game a shot!. This one's tough for me to
recommend. It's a solid concept: you're an alien that's crash-landed onto earth, and you've been brought in for experiments in a
lab on the bottom of the sea. You and a mysterious alien friend of yours need to escape. The catch is that you get this ability to
warp from place to place around you, including within objects. It's a clever concept, and it looks and feels pretty good for a
game that lists a usual price of $10. The puzzles are generally challenging, and some of the challenge maps are quite tough.

Unfortunately, that's where the praise ends. You have to deal with stupid EA account BS every time you log in, or you can't
access your save file. The story is pretty flat and not that dynamic, and from what I've heard, the game runs like crud on systems
with older CPUs. There's little incentive to collect everything you find (no achievements, no end-game rewards, and the
powerups you can get from SOME of the collectables don't change up gameplay that much). I really had to force myself to
finish this game after spending maybe 4-5 hours on it total. It's not even that long, I just wanted to collect as much as I could.

If you're really desperate for an indie game, I guess give this a try? Otherwise, it ain't worth it, especially if you're giving EA
your money.. I've spent about 14 hours playing the game and now I'm ready to share an opinion on it. I'm a die-hard fan on R-
Type and I've played it on literally every platform it came out (there are more than you think) and I've played it a LOT on ZX
Spectrum, which was my 8bit machine of the childhood. I must say - Z-Exemplar is really, really close to ZX Spectrum's R-
Type. So, spend your bucks and get one if you loved R-Type on ZX.
There are some cons and pros though:
+ The game plays and feels like R-Type really
- The graphics are good, but could benefit from some pixelart polishing
+ The stages, monsters and setting are original
- Irem's ones had a bit more style in them (no suprise, that's legendary Irem after all)
+ Music is perfect
- Sound effects sometimes don't fit the theme and fill all channels with nasty repetitive waveforms
+ The game is really fun to play in the beginning, grinding levels for money for upgrades...
- ...until you realise that you've beaten just 14% of game and mad grinding is all that awaits you in the rest 86%, with slight
variations.

Thanks to developer, the game is totally worth the money, but completing it is not THAT rewarding process. May be later, who
knows.. The most beautiful game I played in a long time. Very hard puzzles!. Simple but cool little puzzle game, got it on sale
and completed in less than 4hrs, but well worth the money.

I hope they make a follow up or add on dlc, or even another game similar to this one. it is very addictive and fun worth at least 5
pounds. plus those slide tackles are legendary. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!

Battles do not load. Access violation error. Been a few years now but problem hasn't been patched.
Save your cash.. A nice take on Breakout. I like the side quests like collecting monsters and gems and unlocking secret levels.
A couple boss battles are pretty hard and frustrating to 100% (like the one with the devil girl), but overall the game is fair and
can be finished in 6-7 hours.. If you're a video game historian I'd like to direct you to this game because it was unquestionably
the first "early access" scam game on Steam, long before early access was even a thing. Not only is it genuinely just an awful
game with painfully bad controls and levels that feel like they were designed completely at random with zero playtesting, but we
were promised that this was the first chapter out of three, and that the game would be updated with the next two totally free of
charge. Guess what never happened?

This game is not worth a single penny. This is a not a "so bad that it's good" game. You will not find anything about it ridiculous
or amusing. At best you will be bored, but more likely you will be frustrated. Do not buy this game under any circumstances.. I'll
start with the bad: this casual point-and-click adventure has mediocre graphics and bad voice acting. Seriously, the voice actors
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sound very bored. The mini-puzzles are trivial and forgettable. It's also quite short.

However, it does what it's supposed to do. The hidden-object scenes are fair and fun. The story, while hardly original, is
interesting enough to keep you guessing.

Most gamers might want to skip this. But serious fans of hidden-object games would find this game able to scratch the itch.
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Good, like always!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f00OERoYeqE. An excellent part 2.
It's starting to pick up some speed. I'm looking forward to part 3.
Hopefully season 2 will fully focus on superhero hijinks.
. so far, the only negative thing i have to say for this, is the slow crawl walking, that said, i still feel it works for the pace of the
game. I'd like to add that i love the bathroom scene, that cracked me up.. Genuinely surprised by how good this game is. I'm
usually not into Sci-fi but this game kept me entertained for quite a while. Definitely worth its price tag even though it's not
complete yet. I'm excited to see what the finished product will look like.. I can't be the only one who fell in love with Jules'
covers! So much power!
A_rival also made some great tracks, I'm far from dissappointed!. Very pleasantly surprised, I picked this up in the RPG Maker
bundle during the Summer Steam Sale and couldn't be happier with my purchase. The characters were likeable, the plot didn't
drag on or stall out (although a few spots were a bit confusing) but overall it's a fantastic game I'd recommend to anyone who
enjoys the 90's era of RPG's. I rolled the credits at just over 21 hours with characters at lvl 67 and my only gripe was wishing
there was a way to play afterwards to finish up the few small things I didn't do.

But when all is said and done, it's a great game. The skill trees are well done (take my advice and get your important skills to lvl
5 asap, the bonuses are SO worth it), the augmenting gives a nice additional boost to your items (putting poison chance on your
whip is baller). Anyway, I could go on but then you wouldn't be playing yourself.. so what are you waiting for, go play it!. a very
good train.the drivers doors open but train does not operate whilst open,safety feature im guessing.the throttle also engages the
forward\/reverser.above the drivers head in cab is cab ligt and step light.the train sounds awsome with the motors pitch going up
as you throttle.the brakes work well you can come into the station a little hotter.no bell.opening the drivers window all the way
means it cant be closed again.if you like passenger trains wherever you like to drive then get this.bring on the workshop
authors.i want more.just found out these guys dont have a bell.. Lumini is wonderfully pretty and relaxing.It has a great
soundtrack fitting every moment you'll experience. The main story is not very long, but after you beat it the first time a hard
mode unlocks, which makes me want to beat the game another time. The achievements reward your playstyle which is a nice
addition, and potential replay reason. The puzzles are not very difficult to solve an are more an exercise in moving two thumbs
in different patterns, than they are about finding the solution. This is even more difficult if you don't have a controller plugged
in.
. The art style is nice but apart from that there is not a lot here.
Its a deck building collectable card game that completes battles automatically and likes to throw you roadblocks all the time in
the form of timers. for example, just lost a match? well wait twenty seconds or go straight into another at 50% hp (im guessing
that timer goes up the higher lvl you get). want to upgrade a card? well wait a few mins, you get the idea.
There are a ton of similar games on steam that do this sort of thing but better so unless you really love the art style and theme, i
suggest giving this one a miss.
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